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9th ANNUAL FUNDRAISING LOBSTER TAKE-OUT DINNER 

Our 9th Annual Fundraising Lobster Take-Out Dinner on August 
7th at the Eastern Kings Sportsplex was a REMARKABLE success 
again this year, THANK YOU!!  It was another sold-out dinner 
event for us, selling over 700 meals (our largest yet), and we 
couldn’t be happier with how smoothly everything went, 
considering it was the hottest day of the year!  We’re so pleased 
to have received feedback that you all enjoyed it very much too!  

We dedicated a week to lobster collections the end of May into 
early June this year at North Lake, Souris, Fortune, and 
Annandale Harbours.  Due to very windy conditions on one of 
our collection days, we were unable to collect from Naufrage 
Harbour fishers this year, but would like to express that despite 
this, we wholeheartedly appreciate their many past donations to 
our fundraising dinner and really look forward to seeing them 
again next spring!   

This event is the biggest fundraiser for our organization           
each year with all dinner proceeds made directed towards 
environmental and conservation initiatives in our Eastern Kings communities.  These great endeavours consist of ongoing stream habitat 
enhancement work in over 150 kilometres of local watersheds, Atlantic salmon habitat conservation efforts, local research, and monitoring projects, 
shoreline revitalization projects, agri-environmental initiatives, as well as many other significant activities happening in our management area right 
now.  

Thank you, again, to everyone who supported our annual fundraising dinner event!!  To those who purchased take-out dinners; to fishers and buyers in 
our local fishing harbours who donated and collected live lobster in May and June; to the Flynn's (The Lobster Shack) for housing all donated lobster in 
their pound; to Shediac Lobster Shop Ltd. for shipping and processing our lobster; to ticket selling vendors - Souris Remedy's Rx and Vernon d'Eon 
Lobster Plugs; to all our meal donors, THANK YOU!!!  This dinner would not be possible without your support year after year, and we are truly thankful 
for your generosity.  

Thank you, Sheila Eastman!  Thank you, Dave Fletcher!  Thank you, Karen MacKinnon!  Without all of you and your serene energy, and tremendous 
expertise we just couldn’t do this dinner!!!  You’re the best…THANK YOU!!!   

SAB’s Chris Outhouse packing take-out meals for waiting diners. 

mailto:sourisareawildlife@gmail.com
http://www.souriswl.com/
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9th Annual Fundraising Lobster Take-Out Dinner - continued from page 1 

Finally, a big THANK YOU to our amazing Board of Directors and phenomenal staff, and all the wonderful volunteers who came out to help this year! 
Without all your help and support, this fundraiser would not be the huge success and community event that it is!    

We'll see you all next year for our 10th Annual Fundraising Lobster Dinner on Sunday, August 6th, 2023! 

THANK YOU TO ALL FISHERS AND BUYERS WHO DONATED LIVE LOBSTER THIS YEAR: 

Annandale Harbour 

Billy Gilliam, Bobby Jenkins, Cody Jenkins, Craig Jenkins, Danny Banks, Eddie Campbell, Freeman Throwbridge, Greg Runighan, John Campbell, Kevin 
Jenkins, Robert Jamieson, Robert Jenkins, Scott Jenkins, Shane Jamieson, Tommy Drake, Tommy McCormack, Wayne Mooney, and Larry Victor.  

Fortune Harbour 

Alvin Dingwell, Billy Mallard, Bud Conohan, Caitlin Blaisdell, Dennis McNally, Eddie Campbell, Edward Jackson, Edwin McGee, Greg Runighan, Henry 
McKie, Jeremy MacPhee, Kevin Jenkins, Layton Manning, Mark Jenkins, Mike Fitzpatrick, Randy Blaisdell, Robert Jenkins, Tommy McCormack, and 
Wade Hicken.  

Souris Harbour 

Anthony MacPhee, Ricky MacPhee, Sept MacPhee, Shawn MacPhee, Troy MacPhee, Stephen Carter, Terry Carter, Wayne Perry, Ian MacDonald, Jarrett 
Ehler, John Burke, John MacPhee, Josh O’Keefe, Lavon Paquet, Marc MacDonald, Mark MacCormack, Matthew Birt, Mike MacAulay, Nick Campbell, 
Peter MacPhee, and Randy MacPhee. 

North Lake Harbour 

Aaron Miller, Allen Coffin, Allen Fay, Andrew Bonnell, Bradley MacDonald, Brodie MacDonald, Chris Bruce, Colby Bruce, Connor MacRae, Craig Bailey, 
Craig Veld, Curtis MacKenzie, Darren Chaisson, Darren Fraser, Darren MacLean, David Outhouse, David Yeo, Dawn MacCormack, Dustin MacPhee, 
Dwayne Bailey, Duane Ching, Eric Poole, Ernest MacPhee, Francis Stewart, Gerard Holland, Glen Cameron, James Coffin, James MacDonald, Jamie 
Bruce, Jason Robertson, Jeff MacNeil, Jeremy Harris , John Whalen, Josh Baker, Kent Bruce, Kent Poole, Kevin Bailey, Lance MacDonald, Lindsay Rose, 
Lonnie Robertson, Lorne Bonnell, Marc Murphy, Marc Sutherland, Mark Cheverie, Mark Robertson, Mark Rose, Matthew Clinton, Nigel Campbell, Paul 
Steele, Robbie Hicken, Francis MacDonald, Scott Bruce, Sheldon Hume, Steven MacPhee, Steven Rose, Terry Harris, Terry Mallard, Tommy Bailey, 
Tony MacDonald, Travis Gallant, Travis Coffin, Trent Mallard, Troy Bruce, Tyler Gallant, Tyler MacDonald, Victor Campbell, Wayne Campbell, and 
Winston Baker.  

THANK YOU TO ALL OF THE INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES FOR THEIR KIND DONATIONS: 

2022 Meal Donors 

Shediac Lobster Shop Ltd., Flynn’s Lobster Pound/ The Lobster Shack, Sheila and Wayne Eastman, Dave Fletcher, Susan Cheverie, Seaside Bakery, Rollo 
Bay Holdings Ltd., Maritime Pride Eggs, Joan Miller, Lori White, MacPhee’s Market Independent Grocer, John and Pam MacDonald, Jasper Wyman & Son 
Canada Inc., Dancin’ Thyme Gardens, Kelli Miller Kickham, ADL Foods, Perfection Foods Ltd., and Souris CO-OP Ltd. 

2022 SAB Dinner Team Photo      
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CANADIAN CONSERVATION CORPS – SUMMER 2022 

We were exceptionally delighted to receive four participants from the Canadian Wildlife Federation’s Canadian Conservation Corps (CCC) for our 2022 
summer fieldwork season.  Arriving from Alberta, Ontario, and Cape Breton, we had the wonderful experience of meeting Eamon, Katie, Zach, and 
Ty.  Their placement with us was to complete Stage 2 of their CCC program, which is to gain hands-on experience in wildlife conservation.  

 

We asked each intern to write a reflection about their three-month placement with us, which can be found below! 

 

“Wildlife conservation is often a job that goes unnoticed, but the team at Souris Wildlife showed me just how much hard work goes into protecting streams, 

forests, and beaches.  I had an amazing summer learning from their team about a large variety of important projects, such as conducting giant Irish moss 

surveys, drone forest surveys, and tree planting which expanded my hands-on knowledge, and was an invaluable experience!  Thank you to everyone at 

SAB and the CCC program. “ 

– Zachary  

 

“There’s never a boring day here at Souris Wildlife, whether I was out doing stream enhancements with Mike, Atlantic salmon habitat assessments with 

Brittany, canoeing to catch the invasive Green crab with Tyler, or nutrient monitoring with Jake, there were always abundant opportunities to try new 

things and gain valuable skills I can use in both my academic and professional career.  With an office as beautiful as the woods, streams, and shores of PEI 

it’s easy to love working here.  A shout-out to all supervisors and co-workers at SAB for making this summer one of the best I’ve ever had, it was a blast.” 

 – Eamon  

 

“For my Stage 2 of the Canadian Conservation Corps (CCC) I was lucky enough to be placed here at SAB.  A few of my favourite projects included beach 

clean-ups, protecting birds from avian flu by management and response, and eelgrass monitoring.  I enjoyed the active restoration and was thrilled to be 

introduced to and learn how to use new monitoring equipment.  Souris Wildlife has been a phenomenal introduction to conservation fieldwork and 

watershed management.  The island is beautiful, the folks are friendly and passionate about the land they live and work on.  Thank you for a rewarding 

summer.”    

– Katie 

 

 

Zach and Eamon during a shoreline clean-up at Johnston’s Pond. 
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 Canadian Conservation Corps Summer 2022 - continued from page 3 

“Working at Souris Wildlife this summer has been an incredibly enriching 

experience.  I’ve developed many fieldwork and science-based skills and 

amassed a wealth of knowledge in the subjects of invasive species ecology, 

watershed management, agricultural science, and so much more.  I feel as 

though I’ve gained a practical understanding of all the things, I learned 

throughout my university degree.  I am so thankful to have worked with 

fascinating and incredibly kind staff each day and thoroughly appreciated 

having the chance to get to know them all and pick their brains about the work 

we were doing.  I couldn’t have asked for a better group of people (and dogs!) to 

work closely with for the summer and will miss them all very much.  Thanks 

Souris Wildlife!”  

– Ty  

 

Zach was exceptionally talented in taking field photographs which we were 

excited to share with the community on our social media!  Eamon, an avid 

outdoorsman, was reliable with any task and continued to inspire us all with 

his skills.  Katie, originally from Australia, has extensive experience as a vet 

tech; she is strong-minded, hard-working, and extremely good-hearted.  Ty 

was a source of thoughtful questions and paid attention to detail.  These four 

became close friends and quickly fit right in with our summer team.  Thank  

you for choosing us as your preferred Stage 2 placement Eamon, Katie, 

Zach, and Ty!  It is now autumn, and we are missing them dearly! 

BALD EAGLE PERCHES ALONG SOURIS RIVER 

The eagle perches on the northside of the Souris beach causeway have meant constant maintenance for SAB since their installation in 2010.  Keeping 
them standing tall has been a learning curve but the current method, implemented in 2014, has been much more successful than previous attempts!  
The perches are constructed with a hollow aluminium tube welded to a wide, flat, metal plate that is held in place with mussel anchors and wooden 
gabions filled with rocks.  Finally, the wooden perch is placed and sits inside the aluminium tube.  The western perch took on a lean this past spring, so 
we headed out to look and, on emptying the gabion of rocks, realized the pole has broken away from the metal plate.  Due to Hurricane Fiona the lone 
eastern perch came down.  Due to seasonal shorebird nesting, Hurricane Fiona in-stream recovery projects for SAB it was just not possible to work on 
restoring the perches until this fall.  We are hoping to have them both up before Christmas.  We look forward to seeing Edith and Edgar sitting on the 
perches again very soon!!   

 

Katie and Ty in Naufrage River on their first day of work with Souris 
Wildlife; heading out to plant trees along the Naufrage River.  
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BEAVER MEADOW RESTORATION ALONG NAUFRAGE RIVER 

North American beavers are herbivores, a diet that consists of plant matter like aquatic plants and the leaves of trees.  Since beavers are unable to 
climb trees to reach the leaves, they chow down on trees with their charming big teeth.  The tree trunk, branches, and bark are then used by the 
beavers to create a dam and a shelter that provides them a home, and protection from predators.  The dam blocks the water flow, creating a still-
water pond.  The pond water expands, flooding the surrounding area and slowly turning the environment into a new wetland. This process is also 
determinantal for trees as they may be flooded out.  

Earlier this summer, Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation collaborated with the PEI Watershed Alliance to plant close to 700 native 
tree species in an old, abandoned beaver meadow along the Naufrage River.  Beaver meadows are created after a beaver abandons a pond and the 
habitat regenerates into a meadow, a natural area of grasses and wildflowers.  While this is a great benefit for insects, the absence of trees is 
influencing stream water temperature due to the lack of canopy cover from the sun.  Water temperatures that are too warm are simply not good for 
Atlantic salmon, Brook trout, and American eel who do prefer cooler waters for all life stages. 

Planting trees in the beaver meadow and along stream edges will benefit local migrating fish such as Atlantic salmon and Brook trout, species that 
both require cool water and shaded spots to survive and thrive.  Other benefits to replanting native tree species are that trees have a greater carbon 
capture capacity compared to grass species and a diversified tree canopy will further enhance the biodiversity of the area.  Trees can store more 
carbon because of their number of woody stems and the increase in diversity will raise the environment’s resiliency to climate.   

Compared to other sites, planting trees in a beaver meadow was a challenge in two ways.  The first challenge is that the area is very wet, therefore it 
required us to plant trees tolerant to wet conditions and to then plant the trees in the right spots while leaving an appropriate amount of space for 
natural regeneration.  From a logistical point of view, reaching access to the site was a slow process, as it takes time to carry hundreds of trees down 
tiny trails and through streams to a remote location while being faced with additional environmental conditions.  Covered in mud and smelling of 
sweat and insect repellent, we worked through heavy rain, hot sunny days, and lots of mosquitoes over our four-day tree-planting period.  Despite 
this, our team members wrapped up every day with big smiles and bigger muscles due to our enthusiasm, hard work, and resiliency; but most of all, 
our passion and love for the environment.   

It will take time for the trees to grow and become established and therefore it may be a while, perhaps generations, to see these benefits on the 
Naufrage River watershed system.  Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation will continue to monitor water temperatures for all of our 
management area rivers so that we can continue to be proactive in maintaining suitable water temperatures and conditions for Atlantic salmon and 
Brook trout. This will also help overall ecosystem health as water temperatures and water conditions will continue to change due to climate change.    

We would like to extend a big thank you to the PEI Watershed Alliance, CBC’s Nancy Russell, and videographer/drone operator Shane Hennessey for 
covering our work and for providing drone images.  

This project is supported by the Provincial Climate Challenge Fund, whose mission is to support work efforts that focus on creating climate-resilient 
forest enhancement projects and no-mow solutions.  

Aerial view of the SAB crew planting trees in the old beaver meadow along Naufrage river. 
Drone photograph courtesy of Shane Hennessey, CBC PEI. 
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THANK YOU TO ATLANTIC SALMON CONSERVATION FOUNDATION!  
 
For a fourth year in a row the Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation (SAB) has received key funding from the Atlantic Salmon 
Conservation Foundation (ASCF), for $24,000 this year, for our “Atlantic Salmon Population Baseline Watershed Survey in Hay River, Phase 4” project.  
We would like to thank ASCF very much for this funding and for the opportunity once again to work on Atlantic salmon population management in 
our local Hay River watershed system.  We are doing detailed and designed monitoring in Hay River, using it as our local reference river for data, to 
compile Atlantic salmon data to validate and challenge previous assumptions of populations numbers based on established formulas and data.  We 
are exploring the correlation between sex ratio of total returning adult salmon in comparison to redd numbers.  This will be used to help us understand 
overall watershed health and what effects they may have on Atlantic salmon production and survival.  Analyzing this monitoring data will help us to 
determine parallels between environmental conditions and limiting factors which will aid us in preserving and advancing salmon stocks in Prince 
Edward Island through future restoration and monitoring initiatives.  So far data collections over the last three years have been remarkable as 
far as how many salmon are in Hay River and how much habitat they use throughout the system entirely.  Overall objective is to develop a habitat 
restoration management plan using multi-year monitoring data from our Hay River watershed system that can used as a reference document for all 
rivers, small or larger, on Prince Edward Island.   
 
Our valued partnership over the last 14 years with the Atlantic Salmon Conservation Foundation has allowed Souris and Area Branch of the PEI 
Wildlife Federation to successfully heighten our organization’s reputation and repertoire within our community, as well as with stakeholders, Federal, 
Provincial and Municipal departments because of the consistent work that we’ve done over the years to annually restore, enhance and maintain 
outstanding Atlantic salmon habitat in our management area in northeastern Prince Edward Island.  These significant conservation efforts have 
helped us to do our best to strengthen salmon populations in the Hay River watershed system, as well as our other local salmon rivers.  This has 
allowed us to gain vital knowledge as to what habitat is best for our Atlantic salmon in northeastern Prince Edward Island, what kind and types of food 
are readily available to them in their various life stages, and most importantly what threats are present that may impede passage for them or their 
outright access to critical habitat.  We will always go above and beyond to ensure that our community is involved and well informed of the activities 
that we are involved in, which truly includes our great successes and continued dedication to preserve Atlantic salmon habitat and populations in Hay 
River and all of our Atlantic salmon rivers.  and also in our other local salmon rivers.   
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Benthic macroinvertebrate sampling in Hay River with Trout Unlimited Prince County Chapter watershed group, Atlantic Salmon 
Federation’s Kris Hunter and Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation on October 7th, 2022.   
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THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR 2022-2023 FUNDERS! 

  
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation Membership & Donation Form 

Name:  ____________________________________ 
 
Address:  __________________________________ 
                    __________________________________ 
 
City/Province:  _____________________________ 
 
Postal Code:  ______________________________ 
 
Telephone:  _______________________________ 
 
Email:  ____________________________________ 

Payment 

Please check one or both: 

 Membership ($10) 

 Donations 
 
Amount enclosed: $ ______ 

Note:  An official tax receipt can only be issued for the value 
of the donation and will not include the $10 membership fee. 
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PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS:  NATHAN CHEVERIE 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
COORDINATOR’S COMMENTS:  KEILA MILLER AND FRANCES BRACELAND 

Hurricane Fiona really hit our Island hard, and we’ll all be feeling the effects for years to come.  Coastlines eroded, beaches washed 
away and whole stands of trees blown to the ground.  However, nature will bounce back but we can help with it too!  If you had trees 
come down on your property and want to replant, but with something a little more resilient, then consider Red oak.  Not only are they 
a beautiful, native tree that looks stunning year-round, but they are also wind resistant!  They are strong and have deep roots that 
make them hurricane resilient and suitable for even the windiest sites!  There are also lots of native shrubs that have lovely blossoms 
and delicious fruits for the birds, such as serviceberry and hawthorn, that could add biodiversity and beauty to your yard.  Don’t let 
Fiona deprive you of stunning trees outside your homes, just choose trees that can take the changing weather conditions in their 
stride.  If you do have trees down that you are clearing up, consider making brush piles with the leftover branches.  Choose an out-of-
the way spot on your property and simply pile up the smaller broken branches and leaves.  This creates an excellent habitat for 
overwintering creatures to nestle in to until the spring.    

Do you have a conservation licence plate yet?  Conservation plates have been offered on Prince Edward Island since 2013 and only cost 
$10 extra per year on your licence registration fee.  Not much on an individual basis and the money collected makes such a difference 
for environmental conservation throughout the Island!  All the proceeds are combined with the hunting, trapping, and fishing licence 
money and go into the PEI Wildlife Conservation Fund, where a committee made of volunteers representing relevant user/interest 
groups administer the funding.  Any group wishing to undertake a project that benefits wildlife on PEI may apply to this fund.  We have 
most recently used the Wildlife Conservation Fund for our stream restoration efforts in our management area and for creating metal 
cages to cover open wells, which are important habitats for hibernating bats.  There is always much more demand for funding than 
there is money to spend, so please change your licence plate to a conservation plate the next time you renew, and you can support 
some fantastic wildlife conservation projects in your local area! 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 692 – Souris, PEI – C0A 2B0 

Telephone:  1-902-687-4115 

Email:  sourisareawildlife@gmail.com 

Website:  www.souriswl.com 

Facebook:  Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation 

Twitter:  @SourisWildlife 

Instagram:  @SourisWildlife 

 

ABOUT US: 

The Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation is a non-profit, environmental organization dedicated to the 
conservation, protection, and enhancement of watersheds in northeastern Kings County.  Our management area accounts 
for over 62,000 hectares representing over 10% of PEI, including 30 individual watersheds.  

The goals of our organization include:  

1. To establish northeastern Kings County as the “Sports Fishing Capital” of Prince Edward Island. 
2. The management of natural resources and enhancement of fish, wildlife and their habitat through watershed 

planning, protection, and restoration initiatives 
3. To become the model watershed group on Prince Edward Island 
4. To bring unprecedented environmental awareness to our stake holders to create a more informed public, capable 

of eliciting progressive environmental action 
5. To promote our management area as one of the most pristine natural areas in Prince Edward Island through 

ecotourism ventures to attract visitors to the local area 

We meet the 2nd Wednesday of every month at the Souris Wildlife Lodge, 1358 Souris Line Road.  Please call or 
email our office if you would like to attend a meeting.  Meetings start at 7 pm and all are welcome to attend. 

mailto:sourisareawildlife@gmail.com
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